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QUESTION 1

A customer need to enable outage-free interconnect firmware updates and seamless failover in an HPE Synergy
Implementation. To enable this requirement, which network protocol does a server OS teamimng/bonding driver need to
support? 

A. TRILL 

B. LLDP 

C. LACP 

D. SNMP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer temporarily has to move the profile from a BL460C Gen9 machine to a BL460C Gen10. What does the
customer have to do to complete this task? 

A. delete Gen9 profile and crate a complete new server profile specific to Gen10 

B. check "force installation" option when assigning the server profile to the new machine 

C. disable hardware validation when assigning the server profile to the new server 

D. edit the server profile and change the server hardware type 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer need to check wheather shared infrastructure and Gen10 servers are aligned with SPPs available in the
oneview repositories. Which HPE oneview functionality can be used to fulfill the customer requirements? 

A. Server hardware report 

B. Firemware compliance report 

C. Health check 

D. Firmware repository 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer is trying to upload an additional SPP to the oneview appliance, but receives an error message stating that
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there is not enough internal space available. What can the customer change on the appliance to enable the upload? 

A. Add a web server as an external respository 

B. https://www.CertBus.com 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a new deployment consisting of HPE Proliant Gen 10 rack server and nimple storage array. The hpe
OneView virtual appliances will run on a esxi hypervisor.. which data protection method is recommended to backup and
be able to restore your appliances in case of catrostopic failure. 

A. Create regular backup files and store than to an off-appliance location. 

B. https://www.CertBus.com 

Correct Answer: A 
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